ON behalf of the organizing committee, we welcome you to \textit{Advances in Bioinspired Engineering and Biomedical Engineering} – Joint Scientific Symposium of The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Shanghai Jiao Tong University and Chiba University (JSSHSC2013), which will be held on the campus of The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST) on April 25-26, 2013. JSSHSC2013 focuses on recent advances in bio-inspired engineering and biomedical engineering. It will include plenary and invited lectures by renowned researchers, oral presentations and poster sessions.

In December 2011, we had the 1st Joint Scientific Symposium of Shanghai Jiao Tong University and Chiba University being held in Chiba, which was organized by Shanghai Jiao Tong University and Chiba University International Cooperative Research Center (SJTU-CU ICRC). SJTU-CU ICRC has missions to perform advanced academic research, to promote academic-industrial and international collaboration, and to conduct double doctoral degree programs to nurture the world-leading researchers in next generation. This year we will offer an event for researchers and students from but not limited to the three universities to establish new collaborations and friendships, and to promote academic exchanges at an international and interdisciplinary level.
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\textbf{JSSHSC2013 Thematic Topics}

1) Bioinspired Engineering
2) Biomedical Engineering

\textbf{Important Dates}

Abstract Submission by: March 8th, 2013
Author Notification by: March 15th, 2013
Advanced Registration by: March 25th, 2013

\textbf{Registration Fees}

Regular: USD350    Student: USD100
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Bert Shi (HKUST)
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\textbf{For program, directions and on-site information:}
Email: jsshsc@ust.hk

\textbf{For registration, accommodation and abstract submission:}
Email: x.gong@sjtu.edu.cn  Website: http://jsshsc.ust.hk